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We construct metastable configurations of branes and anti-branes wrapping 2-spheres
inside local Calabi-Yau manifolds and study their large N duals. These duals are Calabi-
Yau manifolds in which the wrapped 2-spheres have been replaced by 3-spheres with flux
through them, and supersymmetry is spontaneously broken. The geometry of the non-
supersymmetric vacuum is exactly calculable to all orders of the ‘t Hooft parameter, and
to the leading order in 1/N . The computation utilizes the same matrix model techniques
that were used in the supersymmetric context. This provides a novel mechanism for
breaking supersymmetry in the context of flux compactifications.
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1. Introduction
One of the central questions currently facing string theory is how to break super-
symmetry in a controllable way. The most obvious ways to break it typically lead to
instabilities signaled by the appearance of tachyons in the theory. One would like to find
vacua in which supersymmetry is broken, but stability is not lost. It seems difficult (or
impossible, at present) to obtain exactly stable non-supersymmetric vacua from string the-
ory. Therefore, the only candidates would appear to be meta-stable non-supersymmetric
vacua. This idea has already been realized in certain models (See [1] for a review and
the relevant literature). More recently, the fact that metastable vacua are also generic in
ordinary supersymmetric gauge theories [2] has added further motivation for taking this
method of breaking supersymmetry seriously within string theory. Potential realizations
of such metastable gauge theories have been considered in string theory [3] (see also [4]).
The aim of this paper is to study an alternative approach to breaking supersymmetry
via metastable configurations, as suggested in [5]. In this scenario, we wrap branes and
anti-branes on cycles of local Calabi-Yau manifolds, and metastability is a consequence of
the Calabi-Yau geometry. In a sense, this is a geometrically induced metastability. The
branes and the anti-branes are wrapped over 2-cycles which are rigid and separated. In
order for the branes to annihilate, they have to move, which costs energy as the relevant
minimal 2-spheres are rigid. This leads to a potential barrier due to the stretching of the
brane and results in a configuration which is metastable. It is particularly interesting to
study the same system at largeN , where we have a large number of branes and anti-branes.
In this case, it is better to use a dual description obtained via a geometric transition in
which the 2-spheres are shrunk, and get replaced by 3-spheres with fluxes through them.
The dual theory has N = 2 supersymmetry, which the flux breaks spontaneously. If we
have only branes in the original description, then the supersymmetry is broken to an N = 1
subgroup. With only anti-branes present, we expect it to be broken to a different N = 1
subgroup, and with both branes and anti-branes, the supersymmetry should be completely
broken. The vacuum structure can be analyzed from a potential which can be computed
exactly using topological string theory [6] or matrix models [7].
Unlike the cases studied before – involving only branes – with branes and anti-branes
present, we expect to find a meta-stable vacuum which breaks supersymmetry. We will
find that this is the case, and moreover this leads to a controllable way of breaking su-
persymmetry at large N where to all orders in the ‘t Hooft coupling, but to leading order
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in the 1/N expansion, we can compute the geometry of the vacua and the low energy
Lagrangian.
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2 we review the case where
we have a single stack of branes and extend it to the case where we have a single stack
of anti-branes. In section 3 we discuss the case with more than one S2 in the geometry,
and then specialize to the case in which there are only two. We’ll explain how if we have
only branes or only anti-branes, supersymmetry is not broken, whereas if we have branes
wrapped on one S2 and anti-branes on the other, supersymmetry is spontaneously broken.
In section 4 we estimate the decay rate of the metastable vacuum. In section 5 we conclude
with open questions and suggestions for future work.
2. Branes and anti-branes on the conifold
Let us begin by recalling the physics of N D5 branes on the conifold singularity. We
consider type IIB string theory with the branes wrapping the S2 obtained by resolving the
conifold singularity. The local geometry of the Calabi-Yau threefold is a P1 with normal
bundle given by the sum of two line bundles
O(−1) +O(−1)→ P1
At low energies, the field theory on the space-filling D5 branes is a pure U(N) gauge
theory with N = 1 supersymmetry. That the theory has N = 1 supersymmetry follows
from the fact that string theory on the background of local Calabi-Yau manifolds preserves
N = 2, and the D-branes break half of it. In particular, there are no massless adjoint fields,
which follows from the important geometric fact that the P1 which the D5 brane wraps is
isolated (its normal bundle is O(−1)+O(−1), which does not have a holomorphic section).
In other words, any deformation of the P1 in the normal direction increases its volume,
and so corresponds to a massive adjoint field, at best. (see Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1. The geometry near a resolved conifold. Moving away in the normal direction, the volume
of the wrapped 2-cycle (represented here as an S1) must increase.
The N = 1 pure Yang-Mills theory on the brane is expected to be strongly coupled in
the IR, leading to gaugino bilinear condensation, confinement, and a mass gap. There are
N massive vacua corresponding to the gaugino superfield getting an expectation value:
〈S〉 = Λ30 exp(−
2πiα
N
) exp(
2πik
N
) k = 1, . . . , N (2.1)
In the future we will suppress the phase factor which distinguishes the N vacua. Above,
α is the bare gauge coupling constant defined at the cutoff scale Λ0
α(Λ0) = −
θ
2π
− i
4π
gYM2(Λ0)
,
and S = 1
32pi2
TrWαW
α. Recalling that the gauge coupling in this theory runs as
2πiα(Λ0) = − log(
Λ
Λ0
)3N (2.2)
where Λ is the strong coupling scale of the theory, we can also write (2.1) as
〈S〉 = Λ3 (2.3)
The theory has an anomalous axial U(1)R symmetry which rotates the gauginos according
to λ→ λeiϕ, so
S → Se2iϕ.
The anomaly means that this is a symmetry of the theory only provided the theta angle
shifts
θ → θ + 2Nϕ. (2.4)
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Since the theta angle shifts, the tree level superpotential Wtree = αS is not invariant
under the R-symmetry, and in the quantum theory additional terms must be generated to
correct for this. Adding the correction terms produces the effective Veneziano-Yankielowicz
superpotential [8],
W(S) = αS +
1
2πi
NS (log(S/Λ30)− 1) (2.5)
whose critical points are (2.1).
One can also understand the generation of this superpotential from the viewpoint
of the large N holographically dual theory [5]. This configuration of branes wrapping a
P1 is dual to a closed string theory on the Calabi-Yau manifold obtained by a geometric
transition which replaces the wrapped P1 with a finite sized S3. In the dual theory, the
5-branes have disappeared, and in their place there are N units of Ramond-Ramond flux
∮
A
H = N
through the 3-cycle A corresponding to the S3. Here
H = HRR + τHNS
where τ is the type IIB dilaton-axion, τ = C0+
i
gs
. There are also fluxes turned on through
the dual B cycle ∫
B
H = −α.
These fluxes generate a superpotential [9][10]:
W =
∫
H ∧ Ω
where Ω is the holomorphic (3, 0) form on the Calabi-Yau manifold. This can be written
in terms of the periods
S =
∮
A
Ω,
∂
∂S
F0 =
∫
B
Ω
as
W(S) = α S +N
∂
∂S
F0. (2.6)
Above, F0 is the prepotential of the N = 2 U(1) gauge theory which is the low-energy
effective theory of type IIB string theory on this geometry before turning on fluxes.
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For our case, the B-period was computed in [5]
∂
∂S
F0 =
1
2πi
S (log(S/Λ30)− 1)
and so (2.6) exactly reproduces the effective superpotential (2.5) which we derived from
gauge theory arguments. Moreover, the superpotential is an F-term which should not
depend on the cutoff Λ0, so the flux has to run (this agrees with the interpretation of Λ0
as an IR cutoff in the conifold geometry which regulates the non-compact B-cycle).
2πiα(Λ0) = − log(
Λ
Λ0
)3N
In the dual gauge theory, this corresponds to the running of the gauge coupling in the low
energy theory. This theory and the duality were studied from a different perspective in
[11] (see also [12]).
2.1. The anti-brane holography
Now consider replacing the D5 branes with anti-D5 branes wrapping the P1. It is
natural that the physics in the presence of the two types of branes should be identical. In
particular, in the open string theory, we again expect gaugino condensation, a mass gap and
confinement. We conjecture that N antibranes wrapping the P1 are also holographically
dual to the conifold deformation with flux through the S3. In fact, we have no choice but
to require this as it is the result of acting by CPT on both sides of the duality. On the open
string side, we replace the branes with anti-branes, and on the closed string dual we have
N units of flux through the S3, but N is now negative. In other words, the superpotential
is still given by (2.5), but with N < 0.
At first sight, this implies that there is a critical point as given by (2.1), but now with
N negative. However, this cannot be right, since S, which is the size of the S3, would grow
without bound as we go to weak coupling S ∼ exp( 8pi
2
|N|gYM2
). This is clearly unphysical,
and moreover the description of the conifold breaks down when S is larger than the cutoff
Λ30 in the dual closed string geometry.
To see what is going on, recall that on the open string side the background has N = 2
supersymmetry, and adding D5 branes preserves an N = 1 subset of this, while adding
anti-branes preserves an orthogonalN = 1 subset. By holography, we should have the same
situation on the other side of the duality. Namely, before turning on flux, the background
has N = 2 supersymetry, and turning on flux should break this to N = 1. But now
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holography implies that depending on whether we have branes or anti-branes in the dual
– so depending on the sign of N – we should have one or the other N = 1 subgroup of the
supersymmetry preserved. It is clear that the superpotential (2.5) has been adapted to a
superspace in which the manifest N = 1 supersymmetry is the one preserved by branes,
and hence is not well adapted for the supersymmetry of the anti-branes. Nevertheless, the
theory with negative flux should somehow find a way to capture the supersymmetry, as
string holography predicts! We will now show that this is indeed the case.
The vacua of the theory are clearly classified by the critical points of the physical
potential V of the theory:
∂SV = 0,
where
V = gSS¯ |∂SW|
2.
Above, gSS¯ is the Kahler metric for S. In this case, the theory has softly broken N = 2
supersymmetry, and so g is given in terms of the prepotential as in the N = 2 case
gSS¯ = Im(τ),
where
τ(S) = ∂2SF0 =
1
2πi
log(S/Λ30)
With superpotential W as given in (2.6), the effective potential becomes
V =
2i
(τ − τ¯)
|α+Nτ |2
It is easy to see that the critical points are at
∂SV = −
2i
(τ − τ¯)2
∂3SF0 (α¯+Nτ¯) (α+Nτ¯) = 0.
This has two solutions. The first is at
α+Nτ = 0 (2.7)
which solves ∂W = 0, and corresponds to (2.1). It is physical when N is positive. The
second critical point is at
α+Nτ¯ = 0. (2.8)
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Note that in this vacuum, ∂W 6= 0. In terms of S, it corresponds to
〈S〉 = Λ0
3 exp(
2πi
|N |
α¯(Λ0)) (2.9)
and is the physical vacuum when N is negative (i.e. where we have |N | anti-branes).
So how can it be that even though ∂W 6= 0, supersymmetry is nevertheless preserved?
Toward understanding this, recall that before turning on flux, the closed string theory has
N = 2 supersymmetry with one N = 2 U(1) vector multiplet A. Adding D5 branes in
the original theory corresponds to turning on positive flux, which forces this to decompose
into two N = 1 supermultiplets: a chiral multiplet S containing S and its superpartner
ψ, and a vector multiplet Wα containing the U(1) gauge field (coming from the 4-form
potential decomposed in terms of the harmonic 3-form on S3 and a 1-form in 4d) and the
gaugino λ:
A = (S,Wα)
where
S =S + θ ψ + . . .
Wα =λα +
i
2
(σµνθ)αFµν + . . . .
The Lagrangian in N = 1 superspace is given by
L = L0 + LW
where
L0 = Im
(∫
d2θd2θ¯ Si
∂F0
∂Si
+
∫
d2θ
1
2
∂2F0
∂Si∂Sj
Wαi Wjα
)
is the action for an N = 2 supersymmetric theory with prepotential F0, and the superpo-
tential term is
LW =
∫
d2θW(S) + c.c.
where the superpotential W(S) is given by (2.6) and is repeated here for the reader’s
convenience
W(S) = α S +N
∂
∂S
F0.
The puzzle is now what happens in the anti-D5 brane case. Since the Lagrangian with
flux apparently has only N = 1 supersymmetry preserved by the D5 branes for any value
of N , positive or negative, how is it possible that the anti-brane preserves a different
N = 1? One might guess that despite the flux, the Lagrangian L actually preserves the
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full N = 2 supersymmetry. This is too much to hope for. In particular, turning on
flux should be holographically dual to adding in the branes, which does break half of the
N = 2 supersymmetry of the background. Instead, it turns out that the flux breaks N = 2
supersymmetry in a rather exotic way. Namely, which N = 1 is preserved off-shell turns
out to be a choice of a “gauge”: we can write the theory in a way which makes either the
brane or the antibrane N = 1 supersymmetry manifest, no matter what N is. On shell
however we have no such freedom, and only one N = 1 supersymmetry can be preserved.
Which one this is depends only on whether the flux is positive or negative, and not on the
choice of the N = 1 supersymmetry made manifest by the lagrangian.
To see how all this comes about, let us try to make the spontaneously broken N = 2
supersymmetry manifest. The N = 2 vector multiplet A is really a chiral multiplet,
satisfying the N = 2 chiral constraint D¯iαA = 0,
A = S + θiΨi + θ
iθjXij +
1
2
(ǫijθ
iσµνθj)Fµν + . . . (2.10)
Here i, j = 1, 2 are the SU(2)R indices, and Ψi is a doublet of fermions:
Ψ =
(
ψ
λ
)
.
The auxiliary fields Xij of each N = 2 chiral superfield form an SU(2)R triplet, satisfying
a reality constraint
X¯ ij = ǫilǫjkX
lk ≡ Xij . (2.11)
In particular, X11 = X¯22 = X22, and so on.
1
The action L can be written in terms of N = 2 superfields, where turning on fluxes
in the geometry corresponds to giving a vacuum expectation value to some of the N =
2 F-terms [5][13][14]. Our presentation here follows closely [14]. Namely, consider the
Lagrangian
Im
(∫
d2θ1d
2θ2 F0(A)
)
+XijE
ij +X ijEij. (2.12)
1 More precisely, A is a reduced N = 2 chiral multiplet, meaning it satisfies an additional
constraint: DijDijA ∼ ∇
2A¯, where Dij = DiαD
α
j , and ∇
2 is the standard laplacian. The
reducing constraint says that ∇2ǫilǫjkX
lk = ∇2X¯ij. This implies that we can shift X by a
constant imaginary part that does not satisfy (2.11).
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where Eij is the triplet of Fayet-Iliopolous terms, with same properties as X has. Since the
Xij transform by total derivatives, the FI termXijE
ij preserves theN = 2 supersymmetry.
This will match L precisely if we set
E11 = α = E¯22, E12 = 0
and moreover, we give Xij a non-zero imaginary part
Xij → Xij + iNij . (2.13)
where
N11 = 0, N22 = 2N, N12 = 0. (2.14)
It is easy to see from (2.10) that to decompose A in terms of N = 1 multiplets, we can
simply expand it in powers of θ2
A(θ1, θ2) = S(θ1) + θ
α
2 Wα(θ1) + θ2θ2 G(θ1) (2.15)
where the chiral multiplet G is given by (see, for example [15])2
G(y, θ1) =
∫
d2θ¯1 S¯(y − iθ1σθ¯1, θ¯1) = X22 + . . . .
Then, plugging in the vacuum expectation values above in (2.12) and integrating over
θ2, we recover the N = 1 form of L. More precisely (this will get a nice interpretation
later) we recover it, with the addition of a constant term 8πN/g2YM . Note that by shift-
ing X we have turned on a non-zero F term in the θ2 direction off-shell. This breaks
N = 2 supersymmetry, leaving the Lagrangian with only N = 1 supersymmetry along θ1
direction.
Consider now the vacua of the theory.3 Let us denote the full F -term as
Xˆij = Xij + iNij .
2 Explicitly,
θ2θ2G(θ1) = X22θ2θ2 +
1
2
(ǫijθ
iσµνθ
j)(θ2σµνσρ∂ρψ) +
1
3!
(ǫijθ
iσµνθ
j)2∇2S¯.
See for example [16]
3 Explicitly, in this language, the F-term potential becomes
1
2i
τ Xˆij Xˆ
ij −
1
2i
τ¯ ˆ¯Xij
ˆ¯X
ij
+ Xˆij E
ij + Xˆij Eij .
where indices are always raised and lowered with ǫ tensor, e.g. Xˆij = ǫikǫjlXˆkl. Moreover, using
reality properties of Xˆ, it is easy to see that ˆ¯X
ij
= Xˆij − i(Nij +N
ij), and the result follows.
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Then it is easy to see that X gets an expectation value,
〈Xˆ11〉 =
2i
τ − τ¯
(α¯+Nτ¯) (2.16)
and
〈Xˆ22〉 =
2i
τ − τ¯
(α+Nτ¯) (2.17)
Now, recall that the physical vacua depend on whether the flux is positive or negative. In
particular, in the brane vacuum, where N is positive, we have α+Nτ = 0, so
〈Xˆ11〉 = 0, 〈Xˆ22〉 6= 0.
Now, since the supersymmetry variations of the fermions are
δΨi = i Xˆij ǫ
j + . . .
It follows immediately that in the brane vacuum
δψ = 0, δλ 6= 0
and λ is the goldstino. The unbroken supersymmetry pairs up S and ψ into a chiral field
S and λ and the gauge field into Wα, as in (2.15).
By contrast, in the anti-brane vacuum, α +Nτ¯ = 0, so
〈Xˆ11〉 6= 0, 〈Xˆ22〉 = 0.
Correspondingly, now ψ is the goldstino:
δψ 6= 0, δλ = 0
Now the unbroken supersymmetry corresponds to pairing up S and λ into a chiral field S˜,
and ψ is the partner of the gauge field in W˜α. In other words, now, it is natural to write
A as
A = (S˜, W˜α)
or, more explicitly:
A(θ1, θ2) = S˜(θ2) + θ
α
1 W˜α(θ2) + θ1θ1 G˜(θ2). (2.18)
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It should now be clear how it comes about that even though the Lagrangian L has only
N = 1 supersymmetry, depending on whether the flux N is positive or negative, we can
have different N = 1 subgroups preserved on shell. The supersymmetry of the Lagrangian
was broken since the flux shiftedX as in (2.13). More precisely, supersymmetry was broken
only because this shift of X could not be absorbed in the field redefinition of X , consistent
with (2.11). Off shell, X is allowed to fluctuate, but because the shift is by iNij , which is not
of the form (2.11), its fluctuations could not be absorbed completely and supersymmetry
really is broken. However the shift of X by Nij in (2.14) is indistinguishable from shifting
X by
N11 = −2N, N22 = 0, N12 = 0. (2.19)
since the difference between the two shifts can be absorbed into a redefinition of the fields.
This would preserve a different N = 1 subgroup of the N = 2 supersymmetry, the one that
is natural in the anti-brane theory. Correspondingly, in all cases, N = 2 supersymmetry is
broken to N = 1 already at the level of the Lagrangian. However, which N = 1 is realized
off-shell is a gauge choice.
Next we compute the masses of bosonic and fermionic excitations around the vacua.
The relevant terms in the N = 2 Lagrangian are:∫
d4θ
1
2
∂3SF0 (Ψiθ
i) (Ψjθ
j) (Xˆklθ
kθl)
In the present context, we can simplify this as
1
2
∂3SF0(Ψ1Ψ1) Xˆ22 +
1
2
∂3SF0(Ψ2Ψ2) Xˆ11
This gives fermion masses4
mψ =
2i
(τ − τ¯)2
(α+Nτ¯) ∂3SF0
mλ =
2i
(τ − τ¯)2
(α¯+Nτ¯) ∂3SF0.
For comparison, the mass of the glueball field S is5
mS =
2
|τ − τ¯ |2
(
|α+Nτ |2 + |α+Nτ¯ |2
) 1
2 |∂3SF0|.
4 This is the physical mass, with canonically normalized kinetic terms.
5 It is important to note here that the kinetic terms for S are fixed for us by the string large
N duality, and N = 2 supersymmetry. They differ from the “canonical” kinetic terms of [8] . We
are writing here the physical masses, in the basis where all the fields have canonical kinetic terms.
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As a check, note that in the brane vacuum (2.7), λ is indeed massless as befits the partner
of the gauge field (since the original theory had N = 2 supersymmety, λ here is in fact a
goldstino!). Moreover, it is easy to see that the masses of ψ and S agree, as they should,
|mS | =
1
2π
N2
|S| |Im(α)|
= |mψ |, mλ = 0.
Now consider the case of anti-branes where, in the holographic dual, we have negative
flux. This corresponds to the vacuum (2.8). The gauge field A is still massless and S is
massive. From (2.8), it follows that in this vacuum it is ψ which is massless, and λ becomes
massive. Moreover, the mass of λ is the same as for S.
|mS | =
1
2π
N2
|S| |Im(α)|
= |mλ|, mψ = 0.
This is all beautifully consistent with holography!
To summarize, the anti-brane vacuum preserves different supersymmetry than the
brane vacuum, and the same is true in the large N dual. In other words the anti-
brane/negative flux has oriented the N = 1 supersymmetry differently, as is expected
based on the holographic duality.
Let us now try to see if we can understand the anti-brane gluino condensate (2.9)
directly from the gauge theory. Before adding in branes, the background has N = 2 super-
symmetry. The corresponding supercharges are two weyl fermions Q, Q˜ that transform as
a doublet under the SU(2)R symmetry of the theory. In either vacuum with the branes,
only the U(1)R subgroup of the SU(2)R symmetry is preserved. If adding in D-branes pre-
serves Q, then anti-D branes will preserve Q˜. Since Q and Q˜ transform oppositely under
the U(1)R symmetry, in going from brane to anti-brane, the chirality of the world-volume
fermions flips.
The superpotential W˜ that is an honest F term with respect to the supersymmetry
preserved by the anti-brane theory, and which reproduces (2.9), is
W˜ = α S +
1
2πi
N S(log(S/Λ30)− 1),
where S is the anti-brane gaugino condensate, and N is negative. This reflects the fact
that, if we keep the background fixed, then θ transforms under the R symmetry still as
(2.4), but the gauginos transform oppositely from before. The rest is fixed by holography
– in other words, α is the good chiral field which has θ as a component. Since it is W˜ that
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is the F-term in this case, it is this, and not W, that should be independent of scale for
the anti-brane, and hence α should run as
2πiα(Λ0) = − log(
Λ
Λ0
)−3N
Note that this is consistent with turning on the other F-term vev (2.19), which directly
preserves the anti-brane supersymmetry.
Finally, consider the value of the potential in the minimum. At the brane vacuum,
supersymmetry is unbroken, and
V brane = 0
At the anti-brane vacuum, with negative N , we have:
V anti−brane = −16π
N
g2YM
= 16π
|N |
g2YM
This treats branes and anti-branes asymmetrically. It is natural then to shift the zero of
the potential and have
V∗ = V + 8π
N
g2YM
which leads to the minimum value
V anti−brane∗ = 8π
|N |
g2YM
= V brane∗
This is equivalent to the inclusion of the constant term which came from the magnetic FI
term in the N = 2 theory. Note that this corresponds to the tension of |N | (anti-)branes
which is predicted by holography! We thus find a beautiful confirmation for the stringy
anti-brane holography.
3. Geometric metastability with branes and anti-brane
There are many ways to naively break supersymmetry in string theory, but they
typically lead to instabilities. The simplest example of such a situation is found in type
IIB string compactifications on a Calabi-Yau, where one introduces an equal number of
D3 branes and anti-branes filling the spacetime, but located at points in the Calabi-Yau.
Supersymmetry is clearly broken, since branes and anti-branes preserve orthogonal subsets
of supersymmetry. This does not typically lead to metastability, however, as one can move
branes to where the anti-branes are located, and such a motion would be induced by an
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attractive force. This is then similar to a familiar problem in classical electrostatics, and is
plagued by the same difficulty as one has in finding locally stable equilibrium configurations
of static electric charges.
One way to avoid such an obstacle, as was suggested in [5], is instead of considering
branes and anti-branes occupying points in the Calabi-Yau, to consider wrapping them
over minimal cycles inside the Calabi-Yau. Moreover, we choose the minimal cycles to be
isolated. In other words we assume there is no continuous deformations of the minimal
cycles. We wrap branes over a subset C1 of such cycles and we wrap the anti-branes over
a distinct subset C2. In the case of compact Calabi-Yau, it is necessary that the class
[C1] + [C2] = 0, so that there is no net charge (this condition can be modified if we have
orientifold planes). Because the branes and anti-branes cannot move without an increase
in energy, these will be a metastable equilibrium configurations (see Fig. 2). This is true
as long as the cycles C1 and C2 are separated by more than a string scale distance, so
that the geometric reasoning remains valid (when they are closer there are tachyon modes
which cause an instability).
Fig. 2. Before antibranes and branes can annihilate one other, they will have to move and meet
somewhere, and thus they will have to increase their volume due to the Calabi-Yau geometry.
Here we will consider non-compact examples of this scenario. This decouples the
lower dimensional gravity from the discussion, and moreover, the condition that the net
class [C1] + [C2] be zero is unnecessary as the flux can go to infinity. In particular, we
will consider type IIB strings on a non-compact Calabi-Yau threefold where we can wrap
4d space-time filling D5 and anti-D5 branes over different isolated S2’s in the Calabi-
Yau. The local geometry of each S2 will be the resolved conifold reviewed in the previous
section. The only additional point here is that we have more than one such S2 in the
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same homology class. Moreover, we will consider the large N limit of such brane/anti-
brane systems and find that the holographically dual closed string geometry is the same
one as in the supersymmetric case with just branes, except that some of the fluxes will
be negative. This leads, on the dual closed string side, to a metastable vacuum with
spontaneously broken supersymmetry.
We will first describe general geometries of this kind which support meta-stable con-
figurations with both D5 and anti-D5 branes. The relevant Calabi-Yau geometries turn
out to be the same ones studied in [6], which led to a non-perturbative formulation of the
dual geometry in terms of matrix models [7]. The new twist is that we now allow not just
branes, but both branes and anti-branes to be present. We will describe the holographi-
cally dual flux vacua. We then specialize to the case of just two S2’s with branes wrapped
over one S2 and anti-branes wrapped over the other, and study it in more detail.
3.1. Local multi-critical geometries
Consider a Calabi-Yau manifold given by
uv = y2 +W ′(x)2 (3.1)
where
W ′(x) = g
n∏
k=1
(x− ak).
If, for a moment, we set g = 0, then this is an A1 ALE singularity at every point in the x
plane. One can resolve this by blowing up, and this gives a family of P1, i.e. holomorphic
2-spheres, parameterized by x. Let us denote the size of the blown up P1 by r. In
string theory, this is complexified by the BNS-field6. Turning g back on lifts most of the
singularities, leaving just n isolated P1’s at x = ak. Of course, the S
2 still exists over each
point x, but it is not represented by a holomorphic P1. In other words, its area is not
minimal in its homology class. We have
A(x) = (|r|2 + |W ′|2)1/2. (3.2)
6 On the world volume of the D5 brane BNS gets mixed up with the RR potential, so more
precisely by r/gs we will mean the complex combination of the kahler modulus with B
RR+τBNS .
To not have the dilaton turned on, we will in fact keep only the later, setting the geometric size
to zero [11].
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where A(x) denotes the area of the minimal S2 as a function of x. This can be seen by the
fact that the equation for each x is an ALE space and the above denotes the area of the
smallest S2 in the ALE geometry for a fixed x. Even though the minimal P1’s are now
isolated, i.e. at points where W ′ = 0, they are all in the same homology class, the one
inherited from the ALE space7. Note also that the first term, |r|2, does not depend on x.
One can now consider wrapping some number of branes Nk, k = 1, . . . n on each P
1.
The case when all Nk’s are positive and all the branes are D5 branes was studied in [6].
In that case, the gauge theory on the branes is an N = 1 supersymmetric U(N) gauge
theory with an adjoint matter field Φ and superpotential given by
TrW (Φ) (3.3)
whereW is the same polynomial whose derivative is given byW ′(x) in the defining equation
of Calabi-Yau [6][17]. The eigenvalues of Φ are identified with positions of the D5 brane
on the x-plane. Here
N =
∑
k
Nk
and the choice of distribution of D5 branes among the critical points ak corresponds to
the choice of a Higgs branch of this supersymmetric gauge theory where, the gauge group
is broken
U(N)→
n∏
k=1
U(Nk)
In the low energy limit we have N = 1 Yang-Mills theories U(Nk) with Φ field correspond-
ing to a massive adjoint matter for each. Note that (3.3) is consistent with (3.2) in the
large r limit, because wrapping a brane over P1 and considering its energy as a function of
x, it is minimized along with the area at points where W ′(x) = 0. Furthermore, it is clear
from this that the effective coupling constant gYM of the four dimensional gauge theory
living on the brane is the area of the minimal P1’s times 1/gs:
1
g2YM
=
|r|
gs
7 As explained in [9], the parameters g and ai which enter (3.1) and W are not dynamical
fields, but enter in specifying the theory. This is possible because the Calabi-Yau is non compact.
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FAHFL
Fig. 3. The brane theory with a tree level physical potential gsV (x) = |r|+
1
2r
|dW |2 ≈ A(x)
is depicted along a real line in the x-plane for the case where W has two critical points. The
potential reflects the Calabi-Yau geometry, and the leading term represents the brane tension.
Below, we will study what happens when some of the P1’s are wrapped with D5
branes and others with anti-D5 branes. By making the vacua ai very widely separated,
the branes and the anti-branes should interact very weakly. Therefore, we still expect to
have an approximate N = 1 supersymmetric gauge theory for each brane, with gaugino
condensation and confinement at low energies, just as discussed in the previous section.
However, because supersymmetry is broken and there are lower energy vacua available
where some of the branes annihilate, the system should be only meta-stable. Note that
the fact that the P1’s are isolated but in the same class is what guarantees metastability.
For the branes to annihilate the anti-branes, they have to climb the potential depicted
in Fig. 3. This should be accurate description of the potential when the branes are far
away from each other, where the effect of supersymmetry breaking is small. When the
branes and anti-branes are very close together – for example when they are within a string
distance – there would be tachyon in the theory and the above potential will not be an
accurate description. Nevertheless it is clear that the minimum of a brane and anti-brane
system is realized when they annihilate each other. We have thus geometrically engineered
a metastable brane configuration which breaks supersymmetry. We will discuss aspects of
the open string gauge dynamics of this configuration in section 3.6. As we will discuss in
that section, unlike the supersymmetric case, there seems to be no simple field theory with
a finite number of degrees of freedom which captures the brane/anti-brane geometry. Of
course, one can always discuss it in the context of open string field theory.
We have a control parameter for this metastability, which also controls the amount of
supersymmetry breaking, which is related to the separation of the critical points ai. The
farther apart they are, the more stable our system is. We will discuss stability and decay
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rate issues in section 4. In the next subsection, we study the large N holographic dual for
this system.
3.2. The large N dual description
The supersymmetric configuration of branes for this geometry was studied in [6], where
a large N holographic dual was proposed. The relevant Calabi-Yau geometry was obtained
by a geometric transition of (3.1) whereby the P1’s are blown down and the n resulting
conifold singlularities at x = ak are resolved into S
3’s by deformations of the complex
structure. It is given by
uv = y2 +W ′(x)2 + fn−1(x), (3.4)
where fn−1(x) is a degree n − 1 polynomial in x. As explained in [6], the geometry is
effectively described by a Riemann surface which is a double cover of the x plane, where
the two sheets come together along n cuts near x = ak (where the P
1’s used to be). The
A and B cycles of the Calabi-Yau project to 1-cycles on the Riemann surface, as in Fig.
4. The geometry is characterized by the periods of the (3, 0) form Ω,
Sk =
∮
Ak
Ω, ∂SkF0 =
∫
Bk
Ω.
Fig. 4. The multi-critical Calabi-Yau geometry projected to the x-plane. The cut structure
reflects the branching of y over the x plane for u = v = 0.
The complex scalars Sk are the scalar partners of the n U(1) vector multiplets under
the N = 2 supersymmetry, and F0(S) is the corresponding prepotential. As before, while
(3.4) depends also on ai and g, the latter are just fixed parameters.
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If, before the transition, all of the P1’s were wrapped with a large number of branes,
the holographically dual type IIB string theory is given by the (3.4) geometry, where the
branes from before the transition are replaced by fluxes
∮
Ak
H = Nk,
∫
Bk
H = −α.
We want to conjecture that this duality holds whether or not all the Nk ≥ 0. In fact, the
discussion of the previous section shows that if all the Nk ≤ 0 the duality should continue
to hold by CPT conjugation. Our conjecture is that it also holds as when some Nk are
positive and some negative. The flux numbers Nk will be positive or negative depending on
whether we had D5 branes or anti-D5 branes wrapping the k’th P1 before the transition.
The flux through the Bk cycles will correspond to the bare gauge coupling constant on the
D-branes wrapping the corresponding P1, and is the same for all k as the P1’s are all in
the same homology class. Turning on fluxes generates a superpotential [9]
W =
∫
H ∧ Ω,
W(S) =
∑
k
αSk +Nk∂SkF0. (3.5)
In [6], in the case when all Nk’s are positive, the N = 1 chiral superfield corresponding
to Sk is identified with the gaugino condensates of the SU(Nk) subgroup of the U(Nk)
gauge group factor, Sk =
1
32pi2TrSU(Nk)WαW
α, before the transition. When we have
both branes and anti-branes, as long as they are very far separated, this picture should
persist. Namely, the brane theory should still have gaugino condensation and confinement,
and Sk’s should still correspond to the gaugino condensates, even though we expect the
supersymmetry to be completely broken in this metastable vacuum. Moreover, for each k,
there is a remaining massless U(1) gauge field in the dual geometry. It gets identified with
the massless U(1) on the gauge theory side which is left over by the gaugino condensation
that confines the SU(Nk) subgroup of the U(Nk) gauge theory.
In the supersymmetric case studied in [6], the coefficients of the polynomial f(x)
determining the dual geometry and the sizes of Si is fixed by the requirement that
∂SkW (S) = 0
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and this gives a supersymmetric holographic dual. In the case of interest for us, with
mixed fluxes, we do not expect to preserve supersymmetry. Instead we should consider
the physical potential V (S) and find the dual geometry by extremizing
∂SkV (S) = 0
which we expect to lead to a metastable vacuum. The effective potential V is given in
terms of the special geometry data and the flux quanta:
V = gSiS¯j ∂SiW ∂SjW
where the Kahler metric is given by gij¯ = Im(τij) in terms of the period matrix of the
Calabi-Yau
τij = ∂Si∂SjF0.
In terms of τ , we can write
V =
(
2i
τ − τ¯
)jk
(αj + τjj′N
j′)(α¯k + τ¯kk′N
k′) (3.6)
where we have all the αj = α. To be explicit, we consider in detail the case where we have
only two S3’s in the dual geometry before turning to the more general case.
3.3. More precise statment of the conjecture
Let us make our conjecture precise: We conjecture that the largeN limit of brane/anti-
brane systems are Calabi-Yaus with fluxes. In particular, the solutions to tree level string
equations on the closed string side lead to an all order summation of planar diagrams
of the dual brane/anti-brane system (i.e. to all orders in the ‘t Hooft coupling). We
translate this statement to mean that the geometry of the closed string vacuum at tree
level is captured by extremizing the physical potential. Moreover the physical potential is
characterized by the fluxes (which fix the superpotential) as well as by the Kahler potential;
the main ingredient for both of these objects is the special geometry of the Calabi-Yau
after transition. This, in turn, is completely fixed by tree level topological string theory, or
equivalently by the planar limit of a certain large N matrix model [7]. Here we are using
the fact that since N = 2 is softly broken by the flux terms, the special Kahler metric is
unaffected at the string tree level. It is quite gratifying to see that topological objects,
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such as matrix integrals, play a role in determining the geometry of non-supersymmetric
string vacua!
Of course the Kahler potential should be modified at higher string loops since. In
particular the 1/N corrections to our duality should involve such corrections. Note that,
in the supersymmetric case studied in [6], there were no 1/N corrections to modify the ge-
ometry of the vacua. We do expect the situation to be different in the non-supersymmetric
case. Note however, from the discussion of section 2, the soft breaking is such that it is
ambiguous which N = 1 supersymmetry the Lagrangian has. This should constrain what
kind of quantum corrections one can have beyond those allowed by a generic soft breaking.
This deserves further study.
3.4. The case of 2 S3’s
For simplicity we start with the case where we have just two S3’s. Before the transi-
tion, there are two shrinking P1’s at x = a1,2. Let us denote by ∆ the distance between
them,
∆ = a1 − a2.
The theory has different vacua depending on the number of branes we put on each P1.
The vacua with different brane/antibrane distributions are separated by energy barriers.
To overcome these, the branes must first become more massive.
The effective superpotential of the dual geometry, coming from the electric and mag-
netic FI terms turned on by the fluxes, is
W(S) = α(S1 + S2) +N1∂S1F0 +N2∂S2F0
The B-periods have been computed explicitly in [6]. We have
2πi∂S1F0 =W (Λ0)−W (a1) + S1(log(
S1
g∆3
)− 1)−2(S1 + S2) log(
Λ0
∆
)
+(2S21 − 10S1S2 + 5S
2
2)/(g∆
3) + . . .
(3.7)
and
2πi∂S2F0 =W (Λ0)−W (a2) + S2(log(
S2
g∆3
)− 1)−2(S1 + S2) log(
Λ0
∆
)
−(5S21 − 10S1S2 + 2S
2
2)/(g∆
3) + . . .
(3.8)
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where the omitted terms are of order Sn21 S
n2
2 /(g∆
3)n1+n2−1, for n1+n2 > 2. In the above,
Λ0 is the cutoff used in computing the periods of the non-compact B cycles, and physically
corresponds to a high energy cutoff in the theory.
To the leading order (we will justify this aposteriori), we can drop the quadatic terms
in the Skg∆3 ’s, and higher. To this order,
2πiτ11 =2πi ∂
2
S1F0 ≈ log(
S1
g∆3
)− log(
Λ0
∆
)2
2πiτ12 =2πi ∂S1∂S2F0 ≈ − log(
Λ0
∆
)2
2πiτ22 =2πi ∂
2
S2
F0 ≈ log(
S2
g∆3
)− log(
Λ0
∆
)2
In particular, note that at the leading order τ12 is independent of the Si, so we can use τii
as variables. It follows easily that the minima of the potential are at
Re(α) +Re(τ)ijN
j = 0
and
Im(α) + Im(τ)ij|N
j | = 0
For example, with branes on the first P1 and anti-branes on the second, N1 > 0 > N2,
〈S1〉 = g∆
3 (
Λ0
∆
)2(
Λ0
∆
)
2|
N2
N1
|
e−2piiα/|N1|, 〈S2〉 = g∆
3(
Λ0
∆
)2(
Λ0
∆
)
2|
N1
N2
|
e2piiα/|N2|. (3.9)
To see how to interpret this, let us recall the supersymmetric situation when N1, N2 > 0.
There, to the same order, one finds
〈S1〉 = g∆
3 (
Λ0
∆
)
2(1+|
N2
N1
|)
e−2piiα/|N1|, 〈S2〉 = g∆
3(
Λ0
∆
)
2(1+|
N1
N2
|)
e−2piiα/|N2|. (3.10)
The interpretation of the above structure in the supersymmetric case is as follows. In the
IR, the theory flows to a product of two supersymmetric gauge theories with gauge group
U(N1)× U(N2), where each U(Ni) factor is characterized by a scale Λi,
〈S1〉 = Λ
3
1, 〈S2〉 = Λ
3
2. (3.11)
Let us denote by α1,2 the the bare coupling constants of the low energy theory U(N1) and
U(N2) theories, i.e.
2πiαi = − log(
Λi
Λ0
)3|Ni|, i = 1, 2 (3.12)
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On the one hand, we can simply read them off from (3.10) since we can write (3.11) as
〈Si〉 = Λ30e
−2piiαi/|Ni|:
2πiα1 = 2πiα+ log(
Λ0
mΦ
)|N1| − 2 log(
Λ0
mW
)|N2|
2πiα2 = 2πiα+ log(
Λ0
mΦ
)|N2| − 2 log(
Λ0
mW
)|N1|.
(3.13)
We could also have obtained this by using the matching relations with the high energy
coupling α. Namely, in flowing from high energies we have to take into account the massive
fields we are integrating out. The fields being integrated out in this case are the massive
adjoint Φ near each vacuum, whose mass goes as mΦ = g∆, and the massive W bosons in
the bifundamental representation, whose masses are mW = ∆. The standard contribution
of these heavy fields to the running coupling constant is simply what is written in (3.13).
In the non-supersymmetric case, from (3.11) and (3.12), we can write the gaugino
vevs in (3.9) very suggestively exactly as in (3.13) except that we replace
Λ
|N1|+|N2|
0 → Λ
|N1|
0 Λ0
|N2|
,Λ
|N2|
0 Λ0
|N1|
,
and
mW → mW
leading to
2πiα1 = 2πiα+ log(
Λ0
mΦ
)|N1| − 2 log(
Λ0
mW
)|N2|
2πiα2 = 2πiα+ log(
Λ0
mΦ
)|N2| − 2 log(
Λ0
mW
)|N1|
(3.14)
which gives back (3.9). In other words, the leading result is as in the supersymmetric case,
except that branes of the opposite type lead to complex conjugate running. In particular,
this implies that the real part of the coupling runs as before, but the θ-angle is running
differently due to the matter field coming between open strings stretched between the
branes and anti-branes. We will discuss potential explanations of this in section 3.6, where
we discuss the matter structure in the brane/anti-brane system.
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The potential at the critical point is given by8
V +−∗ =
8π
g2YM
(|N1|+ |N2|)−
2
π
|N1||N2| log |
Λ0
mW
|2 (3.15)
The first term, in the holographic dual, corresponds to the tensions of the branes. The
second term should correspond to the Coleman-Weinberg one loop potential which is gen-
erated by zero point energies of the fields. This interpretation coincides nicely with the
fact that this term is proportional to |N1||N2|, and thus comes entirely from the 1 − 2
sector of open strings with one end on the branes and the other on the anti-branes. The
fields in the 1− 1 and 2− 2 sectors with both open string endpoints on the same type of
brane do not contribute to this, as those sectors are supersymmetric and the boson and
fermion contributions cancel. We shall return to this in section 3.6. For comparison, in
the case of where both P1’s were wrapped by D5 branes, the potential at the critical point
V ++∗ equals
V ++∗ =
8π
g2YM
(|N1|+ |N2|) = V
−−
∗
and is the same as for all anti-branes. This comes as no surprise, since the tensions are
the same, and the interaction terms cancel since the theory is now truly supersymmetric.
We now consider the masses of bosons and fermions in the brane/anti-brane back-
ground. With supersymmetry broken, there is no reason to expect the 4 real bosons of
the theory, coming from the fluctuations of S1,2 around the vacuum, to be pairwise de-
generate. To compute them, we simply expand the potential V to quadratic order. More
precisely, to compute the physical masses as opposed to the naive hessian of the potential,
we have to go to the basis where kinetic terms of the fields are canonical. The computa-
tion is straightforward, if somewhat messy. At the end of the day, we get the following
expressions.
(m±(c))
2
=
(a2 + b2 + 2abcv)±
√
(a2 + b2 + 2abcv)2 − 4a2b2(1− v)2
2(1− v)2
8 We have shifted the overall zero point energy of V as we did in the previous section, to make
the brane and the anti-brane tensions equal. More precisely, we set
V → V +
8π
g2YM
(N1 +N2).
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where c takes values c = ±1, and
a ≡
∣∣∣∣ N12πΛ31Imτ11
∣∣∣∣ , b ≡
∣∣∣∣ N22πΛ32Imτ22
∣∣∣∣
v ≡
(Imτ12)
2
Imτ11Imτ22
.
Indeed we find that our vacuum is metastable, because all the m2 > 0 (which follows from
the above formula and the fact that v < 1 in the regime of interest |Si/g∆3| < 1). This
is a nice check on our holography conjecture, as the brane/anti-brane construction was
clearly metastable. Moreover, we see that there are four real bosons, whose masses are
generically non-degenerate, as expected for the spectrum with broken supersymmetry.
Since supersymmetry is completely broken from N = 2 to N = 0, we expect to find 2
massless Weyl fermions, which are the Goldstinos. More precisely, we expect this only at
the closed string tree level (i.e at the leading order in 1/N expansion). Namely, at string
tree level, we can think about turning on the fluxes as simply giving them an “expectation
value”, which would break the N = 2 supersymmetry spontaneously. However, at higher
orders, the Kahler potential should a priori not be protected in that breaking is soft, and
not spontaneous. This will affect the computation of the mass terms in section 2, which
relied on the N = 2 relation betweeen the Kahler potential and the superpotential, and
should result in only one massless fermion remaining. Masses of the fermions are computed
from the N = 2 Lagrangian, as in section two, but now with two vector multiplets. We
again redefine the fields so as to give them canonical kinetic terms. We indeed find two
massless fermions, at the order at which we are working at. Since supersymmetry is broken
these are interpreted as the Goldstinos (we will give a more general argument in the next
subsection). There are also two massive fermions, with masses
mf1 =
a
1− v
, mf2 =
b
1− v
,
Note that v controls the strength of supersymmetry breaking. In particular when v → 0
the 4 boson masses become pairwise degenerate and agree with the two fermion masses a
and b, as expected for a pair of N = 1 chiral multiplets.
The mass splitting between bosons and fermions is a measure of the supersymmetry
breaking. In order for supersymmetry breaking to be weak, these splittings have to be
small. There are two natural ways to make supersymmetry breaking be small: One way
is to take the number of anti-branes to be much smaller than the number of branes. The
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other way is to make the branes and anti-branes be very far from each other. We will
consider mass splittings in both of these cases.
Adding a small anti-brane charge should be a small perturbation to a system of a
large number of branes. In that context, the parameter that measures supersymmetry
breaking should be |N2/N1|, where |N2| is the number of anti-branes. Let us see how this
is reflected in v. We should see that in this limit, v becomes small.
Note that (3.9) implies that
∣∣∣∣ S1g∆3
∣∣∣∣
|N1|
=
∣∣∣∣ S2g∆3
∣∣∣∣
|N2|
=
∣∣∣∣Λ∆
∣∣∣∣
2(|N1|+|N2|)
= exp
(
−(1− δ)
8π2
g2YM
)
with
δ ≡
(gYM
2π
)2
(|N1|+ |N2|) log
∣∣∣∣Λ0∆
∣∣∣∣ .
Note that ∣∣∣∣ δ1− δ
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣ log Λ0/∆log∆/Λ
∣∣∣∣ (3.16)
For finite non-vanishing Si/g∆
3, clearly δ is very close to 1 because of the fact that
g2YM is very small for large cutoff Λ0. Of course, this is compatible with the definition of
δ as we recall the running of g2YM . Therefore, let us write
δ = 1− ǫ
We then have (without any approximation)
v =
(Imτ12)
2
Imτ11Imτ22
=
(1− ǫ)2
(1 + ǫ2) + ǫ(
∣∣∣N2N1
∣∣∣+ ∣∣∣N1N2
∣∣∣) (3.17)
And in the limit of |N1||N2| → ∞ (or similarly when
|N2|
|N1|
→ ∞) we find that v → 0. This is
as expected, since in this limit we expect supersymmetry breaking to be very small.
Below are plots of the masses for nonsupersymmetric vacua, with fixed |N1N2| but
varying log
∣∣∣N2N1
∣∣∣. They demonstrate how mass splitting vanishes in the extreme limits of
the ratio N1/N2, where supersymmetry is restored.
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Fig. 5. Here we depict the masses of the four bosons as solid lines and the two non-vanishing
fermionic masses as dashed lines. The other two fermions, not shown here, are massless Goldstinos.
Note that supersymmetry breaking is most pronounced when |N1| = |N2|. This plot is for fixed
|N1N2|, as we vary |N1/N2|.
It is also natural to consider the mass splittings in the limit of large separation of
branes, where supersymmetry is expected to be restored. We have to be somewhat careful
in taking this limit. It turns out that the right limit is when
|Λ| << |∆| << |Λ0|
and where
|∆/Λ| >> |Λ0/∆|
which implies from (3.16) that δ → 0 and from (3.17) we have v → 0 and thus the mass
splittings disappear as expected.
It is also interesting to write the energy of the vacuum (3.15) as a function of v. In
particular let ∆E represent the shift in energy from when the branes are infinitely far away
from one another. Then we find from (3.15) that
∆E
E
= −
δ
(
√
|N1|
|N2|
+
√
|N2|
|N1|
)2
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Note that the energy shift goes to zero as |N2/N1| → 0,∞ as expected. It also goes to zero
in the large brane/anti-brane separation, because then δ → 0. The sign of the shift is also
correct, as one would expect that the attraction between the branes and the anti-branes
should would decrease the energy of the system. Note also that for fixed |N1N2|, ∆E/E, as
well as the mass splittings, is maximal when N1 = −N2, i.e. when we have equal number
of branes and anti-branes, whereas if one of them is much larger than the other, mass
splittings as well as ∆E/E → 0. This is again consistent with the fact that in the limit
with an extreme population imbalance of branes, the supersymmetry breaking goes away.
3.5. n S3’s
Let us now generalize our analysis to the case with an arbitrary number of blown up
S3’s. In this case, before the geometric transition there are n shrinking P1’s located at
x = ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , k. We will denote the distance between them as
∆ij = ai − aj
As in the simpler case, for a specified total number of branes, we can classify the vacua
of the theory by the distribution of the branes among the P1’s, and these vacua will be
separated by potential barriers corresponding to the increase in the size of the wrapped
P1 between critical points.
The effective superpotential of the dual geometry after the geometric transition, in
which the branes have been replaced by fluxes, is given by (3.4). The B-periods will now
take the form
2πi∂SiF0 = Si log
Si
W ′′(ai)Λ20
+
∑
j 6=i
Sj log
(
∆2ij
Λ20
)
+ . . .
where again, Λ0 is interpreted as a UV cutoff for the theory, and we are omitting terms
analogous to the polynomial terms in the example of the last section.
To leading order, the generalization of the 2 S3 case to the current situation is straight-
forward. We have
2πiτii =2πi ∂
2
Si
F0 ≈ log
(
S1
W ′′(ai)Λ
2
0
)
2πiτij =2πi ∂Si∂SjF0 ≈ − log
(
Λ20
∆2ij
)
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The potential (3.7) has its critical points where
∂SiV =
i
2
Fijlg
SjS
′
jgSkS
′
k(α¯j + τ¯jj′N
j′)(αk + τ¯kk′N
k′) = 0 (3.18)
The solutions which correspond to minima are then determined by
Re(α) +Re(τ)ijN
j = 0
and
Im(α) + Im(τ)ij|N
j | = 0
Indeed, in the case where all N i are either positive (negative), these are just the (non-
)standard F-flatness conditions of the N = 1 supersymmetric theory, so they will be
satisfied exactly. In the non-supersymmetric cases, the conditions will receive perturbative
corrections coming from the corrections to the Kahler potential at higher string loops.
The expectation values of the bosons Si take a natural form in these vacua, being
given by
〈Si〉 =W
′′(ai)Λ
2
0
Nj>0∏
j 6=i
(
Λ0
∆ij
)2 |Nj |
|Ni|
Nk<0∏
k 6=i
(
Λ0
∆ik
)2 |Nk|
|Ni|
exp
(
−
2πiα
|Ni|
)
, Ni > 0
〈Si〉 =W
′′(ai)Λ
2
0
Nj>0∏
j 6=i
(
Λ0
∆ij
)2 |Nj |
|Ni|
Nk<0∏
k 6=i
(
Λ0
∆ik
)2 |Nk|
|Ni|
exp
(
2πiα
|Ni|
)
, Ni < 0
The explanation of these expectation values is the natural generalization of the case from
the previous section. We characterize each gauge theory in the IR by a scale Λi, where
Si = Λ
3
i . The massive adjoints near the i’th critical point now have mΦi = W
′′(ai),
whereas the massive W bosons have mass mWij = ∆ij . Then matching scales, we find
〈Sbranei 〉
|Ni| = Λ
3|Ni|
i =e
−2piiαΛ2Nbrane0 Λ
2Nantibrane
0 m
|Ni|
Φi
same∏
j 6=i
mWij
−2Nj
opposite∏
j 6=i
mWij
−2Nj
〈Santibranei 〉
|Ni| = Λ
3|Ni|
i =e
2piiαΛ
2Nbrane
0 Λ
2Nantibrane
0 m
|Ni|
Φi
same∏
j 6=i
mWij
−2Ni
opposite∏
j 6=i
mWij
−2Nj
Above, Nbrane and Nanti−brane are the total number of branes and anti-branes, respectively,
and the products are over the sets of branes of the same and opposite types as the brane
in question. In the supersymmetric case, this reduces to the expected relation between the
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scales. The non-supersymmetric case is, to leading order, identical except that the branes
of opposite type contribute complex conjugate running, which is explained in section 3.6.
Similarly to the 2 S3 case, the gauge coupling constant in each U(Nk) factor will run
as
2πiαi = 2πiα+ log(
Λ0
mΦi
)|Ni| − 2
same∑
j 6=i
log(
Λ0
mWij
)|Nj | − 2
opposite∑
j 6=i
log(
Λ0
mWij
)|N2|,
for a brane, (Ni > 0). For antibrane, (Ni < 0) and the running is
2πiαi = 2πiα+ log(
Λ0
mΦi
)|Ni| − 2
same∑
j 6=i
log(
Λ0
mWij
)|Nj | − 2
opposite∑
j 6=i
log(
Λ0
mWij
)|N2|.
This again has a simple form corresponding to integrating out massive adjoints and W
bosons. Moreover, the fields corresponding to strings with both endpoints on branes, or
on the anti-branes, contribute to running of the gauge coupling as in the supersymmetric
case. The fields coming from strings with one end on the brane and the other on the
anti-brane, again give remarkably simple contributions, almost as in the supersymmetric
case: the only apparent difference being in how they couple to the θ angle. We will come
back to this later.
One could in principle compute the masses of the bosons and fermions in a generic
one of these vacua. We will not repeat this here. Instead, let us just try to understand
the massless fermions, or the structure of supersymmetry breaking in this theory. The
results of section 2 are easy to generalize, to find the fermion mass matrices9
mψiψj = −
i
2
gSlS¯kFijl(αk + τ¯kk′N
k′)
mλiλj = −
i
2
gSlS¯kFijl(α¯k + τ¯kk′N
k′).
In the above, the repeated indices are summed over, and we have denoted
Fijk =
∂3F0
∂Si∂Sj∂Sk
.
9 Note that the mass matrices are now being expressed not in the basis in which the kinetic
terms take the canonical form, but in the basis in which the Lagrangian was originally expressed.
This will not affect our analysis.
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At the order to which we are working (corresponding to one loop on the field theory side),
Fijk is diagonal. The masses then imply that in vacua where the standard F-term
∂SiW = αi + τijN
j
fails to vanish, a zero eigenvalue is generated for the ψ mass matrix, while when the
non-standard F-term
∂SiW˜ = αi + τijN
j
fails to vanish, a zero eigenvalue is generated for the λ mass matrix.
More generally, note that the exact conditions (at leading order in 1/N) for critical
points of the potential (3.18) can be re-written in terms of the fermion mass matrices as
mψiψjg
SjSk(α¯k + τ¯kk′N
k′) = 0 (3.19)
mλiλjg
SjSk(αk + τ¯kk′N
k′) = 0. (3.20)
In the case when supersymmetry is unbroken, and all the P1’s are wrapped by branes,
we will find both of these equations to be truly exact, and satisfied trivially: the λ mass
matrix vanish identically, so (3.20) is trivial, and (3.19) is satisfied without constraining
mψiψj directly since the vanishing of (αk + τkk′N
k′) is the F-flatness condition. A similar
story holds in the anti-brane vacuum.
In the case with both branes and antibranes, the equations are not trivial. Instead,
they say that both the ψ- and the λ-mass matrices have at least one zero eigenvalue. At
the string tree level (i.e at the leading order in 1/N expansion), we expect them to have
exactly one zero eigenvalue each. To this order, we can think about turning on the fluxes as
simply giving them an “expectation value”, which would break the N = 2 supersymmetry
spontaneously. However, at higher orders, the Kahler potential is not protected in that the
symmetry breaking is soft, but not spontaneous. Consequently, the form of the equations
(3.19),(3.20) should presumably receive corrections, and only one massles fermion should
remain, corresponding to breaking N = 1 to N = 0.
The leading-order potential in these vacua is given by
V∗ =
8π
gYM2
(∑
i
|Ni|
)
−

Ni>0,Nj<0∑
i,j
2
π
|Ni| |Nj | log
∣∣∣∣ Λ0∆ij
∣∣∣∣


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This takes the natural form of a brane-tension contribution for each brane in the system,
plus interaction terms between the brane/anti-brane pairs. If we define
δij ≡
(gYM
2π
)2
(
∑
k
|Nk|) log
∣∣∣∣ Λ0∆ij
∣∣∣∣ .
Then in terms of these parameters δij , the physical potential takes the simpler form of
V∗ =
8π
gYM2
(∑
i
|Ni| −
∑Ni>0,Nj<0
i,j δij |Ni||Nj|∑
i |Ni|
)
so that the energy shift is
∆E
E
=
−
∑Ni>0,Nj<0
i,j δij |Ni||Nj |
(
∑
i |Ni|)
2
Once again, the forces among the (anti-)branes cancel. Moreover, the branes and the anti-
branes attract, which lowers the energy of the vacuum, below the supersymmetric one.
This energy shift will effectively vanish only when there is an extreme imbalance between
number of the branes and antibranes, just as in the 2 S3 case.
3.6. Brane/anti-Brane gauge system
It is natural to ask whether we can find a simple description of the non-supersymmetric
theory corresponding to the brane/anti-brane system. This certainly exists in the full open
string field theory. However, one may wonder whether one can construct a field theory
version of this which maintains only a finite number of degrees of freedom. In fact, it is
not clear if this should be possible, as we will now explain.
Consider a simpler situation where we have a stack of N parallel D3 branes. This
gives an N = 4 supersymmetric U(N) gauge theory. Now consider instead (N + k) D3
branes and k anti-D3 branes separated by a distance a. This is clearly unstable, and will
decay back to a system with N D3 branes. Can one describe this in a field theory setup?
There have been attempts [18] along these lines (in connection with Sen’s conjecture [19]),
however no complete finite truncation seems to exist. This system is similar to ours. In
particular, consider the case with 2 S3’s, with a total of N D5 branes. We know that we
can have various supersymmetric vacua of this theory in which
U(N)→ U(N1)× U(N −N1)
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where we have N1 branes wrap one P
1 and N −N1 wrap the other. However we also know
that the theory with N D5 branes can come from a meta-stable vacuum with (N + k) D5
branes wrap around one P1 and k anti-D5 branes around the other. This theory would
have a U(N + k)× U(k) gauge symmetry. Clearly we need more degrees of freedom than
are present in the U(N) theory in order to to describe this theory. In fact, since k can
be arbtirarily large, we cannot have a single system with a finite number of degrees of
freedom describing all such metastable critical points. Of course, one could imagine that
there could be a theory with a finite number of fields which decribes all such configurations
up to a given maximum k, but this does not seem very natural. It is thus reasonable to
expect that string field theory would be needed to fully describe this system.
Nevertheless we have seen, to leading order, a very simple running of the two gauge
groups in the non-supersymmetric case, and it would be natural to ask if we can explain
this from the dual open string theory. In this dual theory, where we have some branes
wrapping the first P1 and some anti-branes the other, we have three different types of
sectors: the 1-1, 2-2 and the 1-2 open string sectors. The 1-1 and the 2-2 subsectors
are supersymmetric and give rise to the description of the N = 1 supersymmetric U(Ni)
theories for i = 1, 2, coupled to the adjoint matter fields Φ which are massive. This part
can be inherited from the supersymmetric case, and in particular explains the fact that
the running of the coupling constant of the U(Ni) from the massive field Φ is the same as
in the supersymmetric case. The difference between our case and the supersymmetric case
comes from the 1-2 subsector. In the NS sector we have the usual tachyon mode whose
mass squared is shifted to a positive value, as long as ∆ is sufficiently larger than the string
scale, due to the stretching of the open string between the far separated P1’s. We also have
the usual oscillator modes. In the Ramond sector ground state the only difference between
the supersymmetric case and our case is that the fermions, which in the supersymmetric
case is the gaugino partner of the massive W12 boson, has the opposite chirality. The fact
that they have the opposite chirality explains the fact that the θ term of the gauge group
runs with an opposite sign compared to the supersymmetric case. In explaining the fact
that the norm runs the same way as the supersymmetric case, the contributions of the
fermions is clear, but it is not obvious why the NS sector contribution should have led to
the same kind of running. It would be interesting to explain this directly from the open
string theory annulus computation in the NS sector.
It is easy to generalize the discussion above to the n S3 case. In fact just as in the
2 S3 case, the only subsectors which are non-supersymmetric are the i − j sectors where
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i is from a brane and j is from an anti-brane cut. This agrees with the results obtained
in the general case, where supersymmetry breaking contributions come, to leading order,
precisely from these sectors.
4. Decay Rates
In the previous sections, we constructed non-supersymmetric vacua of string theory
corresponding to wrapping D5 branes and anti-D5 branes on the 2-cycles of the a local
Calabi-Yau. Here, branes and anti-branes are wrapping rigid 2-cycles which are in the
same homology class, but are widely separated, and there are potential barriers between
them of tunable height. As we emphasized, the crucial aspect of this is that the vacua
obtained in this way can be long lived, and thus are different from brane-anti brane systems
in flat space, or systems of branes and anti-branes probing the Calabi-Yau manifold, which
have been considered in the literature. Moreover, when the numbers of branes on each
2-cycle is large, this has a holographic dual in terms of non-supersymmetric flux vacua.
By duality, we also expect the corresponding flux vacua to be metastable, despite breaking
supersymmetry. In this section we will explore the stability of these vacua in more detail.
In both open and closed string language, the theory starts out in a non-supersymmetric
vacuum. Since there are lower energy states avaliable, the non-supersymmetric vacuum
is a false vacuum. As long as the theory is weakly coupled throughout the process, as is
the case here, the decay can be understood in the semi-classical approximation. This does
not depend on the details of the theory, and we will review some aspects of the beautiful
analysis in [20]. Afterwards, we apply this to the case at hand.
The false vacuum decays by nucleating a bubble of true vacuum by an instanton
process. The rate of decay Γ is given in terms of the action of the relevant instanton as
Γ ∼ exp(−SI).
The instanton action SI is the action of the euclidean bounce solution, which interpolates
between the true vacuum inside the bubble and the false vacuum outside of the bubble10.
10 The coefficient of proportionality comes from the one loop amplitude in the instanton back-
ground, and as long as SI is large, its actual value does not matter.
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Assuming that the dominant instanton is a spherical bubble of radius R, the euclidian
instanton action is given by [20]
SI = −
π2
2
R4∆V + 2π2R3SD
The first term is the contribution to the action from inside the bubble. Here ∆V is
the difference in the energy density between the true and the false vacuum, and this is
multiplied by the volume of the bubble (a 4-sphere of radius R). The second term is the
contribution to the action from the domain wall that interpolates between the inside and
the outside on the bubble, assuming the domain wall is thin. There, SD is the tension of
the domain wall, and 2π2R3 is its surface area (the area of a 3-sphere of radius R). The
radius R of the bubble is determined by energetics: The bubble can form when the gain
in energy compensates for the mass of the domain wall that is created. The energy cost
to create a bubble of radius R is
E = −
4π
3
R3∆V + 4πR2SD
where the first term comes from lowering the energy of the vacuum inside the bubble, and
the last term is the energy cost due to surface tension of the domain wall. We can create
a bubble at no energy cost of radius
R∗ = 3
SD
∆V
.
Bubbles created with radia smaller than this recollapse. The bubbles created at R = R∗
expand indefinitely, as this is energetically favored. At any rate, the relavant instanton
action is SI(R∗), or
SI =
27π
2
S4D
(∆V )3
.
Correspondingly, the vacuum is longer lived the higher the tension of the domain wall
needed to create it, and the lower the energy splitting between the true and the false
vacuum.
With this in hand, let us consider the decays of the vacua we found. When the number
of branes wrapping each P1 is small, the open string picture is appropriate. Consider, for
simplicity, the case where the superpotential has only two critical points
W ′(x) = g(x− a1)(x− a2),
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and we have only a single brane at x = a1 and a single anti-brane at x = a2. The effective
potential that either of these branes sees separately is given simply by the size of the
2-sphere it wraps
A(x) = (|W ′(x)|2 + |r|2)1/2 (4.1)
where |r| is the tension of the brane wrapping the minimal P1 (see section 3). The branes
are, of course, also charged, so there is an electric field flux tube (of the six-form potential)
running between the brane and the anti-brane, along a 3-cycle corresponding to an S2
being swept from x = a1 to x = a2. Despite the flux tube, the system is (meta)stable if the
potential barrier from (4.1) is high enough. The decay process corresponds, for example,
to having the D5-brane tunnel under the energy barrier from the vacuum at x = a1 to
the vacuum x = a2, to annihilate with the anti-D5-brane there. More precisely, what
happens is that a bubble of true vacuum is created in R3,1, inside of which the branes
are anihilated. The boundary of the bubble is a domain wall which, in the thin wall
approximation, corresponds to a D5 brane wrapping the S2 boundary of the bubble in R3
and the 3-cycle in the Calabi-Yau where the flux tube was. The tension of the domain wall
is the the size of the 3-cycle that the D5 brane wraps in the Calabi-Yau times the tension
of the 5-brane
SD =
1
gs
∫ a2
a1
A(x)dx ≈
1
gs
|W (a2)−W (a1)| =
1
3gs
∣∣g∆3∣∣
where the second term in (4.1) gives vanishingly small contribution11 in the limit ∆≫ r.
The difference in the cosmological constants of the two vacua corresponds, to the leading
order, to the difference in tensions between the original configuration, with Vi = 2|r|/gs
and the final one where the branes have annihilated Vf = 0, so the gain in energy is simply
∆V = 2
|r|
gs
=
2
g2YM
When the number of branes wrapping the P1’s is large, we use the dual geometry
from after the transition, with fluxes. Consider, for example, the case when N1 branes
wraps the first P1 and |N2| anti-branes the second, with |N1,2| large, and satisfying
N1 > 0 > N2.
11 For us, the mass of the brane comes from the B-field only, and the brane is heavy only
because the string coupling is weak.
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Then, the C cycle that runs between the two cuts, [C] = [B1] − [B2] is a compact flux
tube, with |N2| units of HRR flux running through it. To decay, one kills off the flux lines
one by one, by creating an D5 brane wrapping a zero size P1 where the first P1 used to
be before the transition. This brane grows and eats up the flux line until it vanishes again
at the first cut. After all the flux has decayed, this leaves us with N1 + N2 units of flux
through the first S3. The tension of the corresponding domain wall is
SD =
|N2|
gs
∫
C
|Ω|
where ∮
C
Ω =
∫
B1
Ω−
∫
B2
Ω ≈ W (a2)−W (a1).
where we omit terms that are exponentially suppressed in the vacuum.12 In this case, the
energy of the false vacuum is, to the leading order, Vi = (|N1|+ |N2|)|r|/gs. After the flux
has decayed, we have Vf = (|N1| − |N2|)|r|/gs coming from the flux through first S3 only.
The difference is just
∆V = Vi − Vf ≈ 2|N2|
|r|
gs
=
2|N2|
g2YM
We see that both the domain wall tension and the difference in vacuum energies before
and after are equal to what we found in the open string picture, albeit rescaled by the
amount of brane charge which dissapears! This is, of course, not surprising because the
domain wall relevant in the closed string case is the same one as that relevant in the open
string case, just before the large N transition.
We can now put everything together to compute the action of the instanton corre-
sponding to nucleating a bubble of true vacuum:
SI ≈
π
48
|N2|
gs
∣∣(g∆3)4∣∣
|r|3
.
This leads to the decay rate
Γ ∼ exp(−SI).
Note that the relevant instantons come from D-branes wrapping cycles, and thus it is
natural for the instanton action to depend on gs in the way the D-brane action does.
12 More precisely, we should evaluate the corrections to this at the values of S1,2 correpsonding
to being somewhere in the middle between the true and the false vacuum. Either way, the omitted
terms are suppressed by, at least,
Λ1,2
∆
, and we can neglect them.
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This exactly reproduces the results one would have expected from our discussion in
section 3. There are two effects controling the stability of the system. Namely, one is the
height of the potential barrier, which is controlled by here by g∆3 and which enters the
action of the domain wall. The branes and anti-branes become more separated the larger
the ∆, and their interactions weaker. In addition, increasing the height of the potential
barrier by making ∆ larger, overcomes the electrostatic attraction of the branes. The other
relevant parameter is the relative difference in energies of the true and the false vacuum,
which depends on the ratio of brane to anti-brane numbers |N2/N1|. When this is very
small, the vacuum with both the branes and the anti-branes is nearly degenerate with the
vacuum with just the branes, and correspondingly, the decay time gets longer as ∆V/V
gets smaller.
5. Open Questions
In this paper, we have seen how a large N system of branes which geometrically
realizes metastability by wrapping cycles of a non-compact CY can be dual to a flux
compactification which breaks supersysmmetry. We provided evidence for this duality by
studying the limit where the cycles of the Calabi-Yau are far separated.
There are a number of open questions which remain to be studied: It would be nice to
write down a non-supersymmetric gauge theory with finite number of degrees of freedom
which describes this brane configuration. It is not clear that this should be possible, but
it would be interesting to settle this question conclusively one way or the other. This is
also important for other applications in string theory where dynamics of brane/anti-brane
systems is relevant.
Another issue which would be important to study is the phase structure of our system.
Since we have broken supersymmetry, we have no holomorphic control over the geometry
of the solutions. It would be interesting to see what replaces this, and how one should
think of the global phase structure of these non-supersymmetric solutions. Since the full
potential is characterized by the N = 2 prepotential and the flux data, which in turn
are characterized by integrable data (matrix model integrals of the superpotential), one
still expects that the critical points of the potential should be characterized in a nice way.
Understanding this structure would be very important. For example, it would tell us what
happens when the separation of the wrapped cycles is small where one expects to lose
metastability due to the open string tachyons stretching between branes and anti-branes.
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One other issue involves the 1/N corrections to the holographic dual theory. In this
paper we have focused on the leading order in the 1/N expansion, i.e. at the string tree
level. How about subleading corrections? This is likely to be difficult to address, as one
expects non-supersymmetric corrections to string tree level to be difficult to compute.
The fact that we have a metastable system suggests that we would not want to push this
question to an exact computation, as we know the system is ultimately going to decay to
a stable system. However, we would potentially be interested in studying the regions of
phase space where metastability is just being lost, such as when the cycles are close to one
another.
Finally, perhaps the most important question is about the embedding of our mecha-
nism for inducing metastable flux compactification vacua into a compact Calabi-Yau ge-
ometry (see [21]). At first sight, it may be unclear whether there would be any obstacles
to a compact embedding of our story. There is at least an example similar to what we
are expecting in the compact case. In [22], among the solutions studied, it was found
that flipping the signs of some fluxes leads to apparently metastable non-supersymmetric
vacua. It would be interesting to see if this connects to the mechanism introduced in this
paper, where the existence of metastability for flux vacua is a priori expected. Moreover,
from our results it is natural to expect that most flux vacua do have metastable non-
supersymmetric solutions. For instance, in the non-compact case we have studied, only 2
out of 2n choice of signs for the n fluxes 2 were non-supersymmetric. This suggests that
in the study of flux compactifications, the most natural way to break supersymmetry is
simply studying metastable vacua of that theory, without the necessity of introducing any
additional anti-branes into the system. It would be very interesting to study this further.
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